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My research at the RCSI has focused on using syn-
thetic cell-permeable peptidic derivatives to modulate
platelet responses. In particular, I studied peptide in-
hibitors of platelet adhesion and peptide modulators
of the platelet-specific glycoprotein GPIIbIIIa, which is
central to this current study. The cell-permeable li-
popeptides that we designed, synthesized, and tested
are interesting tools to better understand platelet be-
havior, and they can be the starting point of potential
therapeutic strategies to fight cardiovascular diseases.
(Read Bernard’s article, DOI 10.1021/cb8002623.)
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My graduate research involves the development of
methodologies to regulate gene function with light.
Many conventional techniques employed to perturb
gene function lack spatial and temporal specificity. An
alternative approach lies in the photochemical regula-
tion of biological processes, whereby a light-removable
protecting group, termed caging group, is installed on
a biological macromolecule or regulatory small mole-
cule, inhibiting its nascent function. Irradiation with
non-damaging UV light then removes the caging group
and restores activity. Since light irradiation can be pre-
cisely regulated, decaging can be achieved with a high
level of spatial and temporal control. In this report, I
demonstrate that a photocaged Cre recombinase en-
zyme can be expressed in bacterial cells and that its ac-
tivity can be regulated with light, affording tight spatio-
temporal control over DNA recombination and thus
gene function. (Read Edwards’ article, DOI
10.1021/cb900041s.)
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Therapeutic block of nuclear receptor (NR) action has
conventionally been achieved with compounds that
bind the ligand binding site and cause a conforma-
tional change that precludes coactivator protein bind-
ing. As an alternative mechanism of inhibition, we
have sought small molecules that act as coactivator
binding inhibitors (CBIs) by directly competing with
SRC3 for interaction with liganded NRs. The androgen
receptor (AR) is an attractive target for this type of inhi-
bition due to its accommodation of larger, hydropho-
bic residues comprising the coactivator interaction se-
quence, which may allow selectivity for AR among
other NRs. We feel that CBIs could be interesting mech-
anistic probes of AR action and might also provide an
alternative, more durable endocrine therapy for pros-
tate cancer, where cellular adaptations have produced
resistance to known anti-androgens. (Read Gunther’s
article, DOI 10.1021/cb900043e)
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My primary research interest is the development and
application of light microscopy methods for observing
and manipulating dynamic processes at the level of sin-
gle molecules in individual living cells. Photomanipula-
tion provides a powerful tool for directly controlling in-
tracellular activities, and my collaborators and I have
found that the quantitative control of the activity of bi-
omolecules often reveals unexpected layers of regula-
tion and dynamic responsiveness. My current research
is focused on understanding the mechanisms of gene
expression at the level of individual RNAs in single
cells. I use a variety of fluorescence and biochemical
approaches, including fluorescence correlation spec-
troscopy, single particle tracking and photo-uncaging,
in model systems ranging from yeast to mice. (Read Lar-
son’s article, DOI 10.1021/cb900036s.)
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Photons are a useful orthogonal stimulus to trigger a
biochemical reaction with a high spatial and temporal
resolution. My postdoctoral research has focused on
the design and synthesis of a new generation of
“caged” protein kinases, where both the activity and
the fluorescence are simultaneously unleashed upon
photo-irradiation. These chemically modified proteins
will be used to correlate enzyme activity with cellular
behavior at specific location within a cell. In this Re-
view we’ve summarized the recent chemical advances,
biological applications, and instrumental requirements
for using light-responsive bioreagents and have argued
for enhanced collaboration between chemists and biol-
ogist to address complex biological questions. (Read
Lee’s article, DOI 10.1021/cb900036s)
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Although many notable attempts have been made to
directly disrupt protein�protein interactions by target-
ing surface binding sites, this approach remains a frus-
tratingly difficult path to protein inhibition. In an effort
to add to this field, we have used a structure-based
model to create small-molecules that selectively target
the surface coactivator binding groove of the androgen
receptor over that of the estrogen receptor. What is
likely most significant about this work is not that we
are able to attain selectivity among nuclear receptors,
but that this is accomplished by changing the append-
ing substituents on a common core in such a way that
mimics the biologically relevant coregulator proteins.
In both instances large bulky side chains are only toler-
ated by the androgen receptor coactivator groove,
while molecules with smaller alkyl chains bind to both
receptors. (Read Parent’s article, DOI
10.1021/cb900043e)
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I have worked on platelet biology and peptide interac-
tions since 2004 and have modeled peptide interac-
tions with platelet proteins to determine a molecular hy-
pothesis to help explain the dynamics of protein
interaction during cellular activation. My current re-
search involves studying the role of protein tyrosine
phosphatase delta (PTPRD) in neuroblastoma patho-
genesis. As part of this project I am involved in the elu-
cidation of protein interaction networks of interest in
neuroblastoma and other neuronal tumors. (Read
Parthasarathi’s article, DOI 10.1021/cb8002623)
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